Robust and High Capacity Audio Steganography using Modified Dual Randomness LSB method
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ABSTRACT

In era of digital communication, to enforce data security new technique has been proposed is Steganography. Audio Steganography is a method of hiding information in order for data in an audio file to remain safe in such a manner that existence of secret message is concealed from third party. A perfect audio Steganographic technique aim at embedding data in an imperceptible, robust and secure way and then extracting it by authorized people. Hence, up to date the main challenge in digital audio steganography is to obtain robust high capacity steganographic systems. To achieve this, message bits are embedded in random and higher Least Significant Bit (LSB) layer that increases robustness against noise addition and appropriate modification of bits in audio sample is performed to reduce the distortion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is related to information hiding. Steganography is one of the best techniques employed for ensuring data security. Steganography hides the information in such a way that the existence of information is undetectable [1]. This is usually done by embedding the secret message into a cover medium. On the basis of system’s requirement, both the secret message and the cover medium can be of any data format, including text, image, audio, and video [2].

These days, most commercial organizations use the steganography approach by means of communication with respect to transmission of secure information such as transaction information, business dealing, etc. But sometimes, these information hiding schemes are not enough to provide security for the aforementioned confidential information. The enormous use of electronic communication and huge availability of different free data hiding software makes the situation more critical. The correctness of information sometimes suffers by the data hiding scheme as the information loss its originality during different types of transformations [3].

To solve the above issues, the use of audio steganography is quite successful up to a certain extend as it provides better security of information and robustness [3]. Data hiding in audio files is especially challenging because of the sensitivity of the Human Auditory System (HAS). However, HAS still tolerates common alterations in small differential ranges. For example, loud sounds tend to mask out quiet sounds. Additionally, there are some common environmental distortions which may be ignored by listeners in most cases. These properties have led researchers to explore the utilization of audio signals as carriers to hide secret data [4].

In this paper, Section 2 describes parameters that need to be satisfied by audio steganography technique and various techniques used for audio steganography. Section 3 describes related work for Least Significant Bit (LSB) method. Proposed work and experimental results is presented in Section 4 and 5 respectively.
2. AUDIO STEGANOGRAPHY

To perform audio steganography successfully, the adopted technique should work against HAS. For any audio steganography technique to be implementable, it needs to satisfy three conditions; capability, transparency and robustness [5].

**Capacity:** Capacity refers to the amount of secret information that can be embedded within the host audio without affecting the perceptual quality of audio [6].

**Transparency:** Transparency evaluates how well a secret message is embedded in the cover audio. The difference between audio after hiding and audio before hiding should remain negligible [6].

**Robustness:** Robustness measures the ability of embedded data or watermark to withstand against intentional and unintentional attacks. Unintentional attacks generally include common data manipulations such as lossy compression, digital-to-analog conversion, re-sampling, requantization, etc., whereas intentional attacks cover a broad range of media degradations which include addition white and colour noise, rescaling, resizing, cropping, random chopping, and filtering attacks [7].

3. RELATED WORK

In the past few years, several techniques for data hidden in audio sequences have been presented. All of the developed techniques take benefit of the perceptual properties of the human auditory system (HAS). Genetic Algorithm based approach [8] encrypt text message using RSA encryption algorithm. Then applying proposed LSB algorithm, embed message bits to the audio bit stream (16 bit sample) in higher LSB layer positions at random (increase the robustness) to get a collection of chromosomes. Then Genetic Algorithm operators are used to get the next generation chromosomes. It provides higher level of security but increases computational complexity.

For simplification variable low-bit encoding method [9] data is embedded based on predefined threshold. If range of audio is 0-255 and if at a middle range 128, the sound is silent then data cannot be embedded because everyone notices the existence of secret data. There is some amount of distortion introduced because message bits are embedded in first LSB layer.

In multiple LSB based technique [10], it shifts the maximum limit from 4 LSBs to 7 LSBs of audio samples for data hiding. These method checks the MSBs of the samples of cover audio and depending upon the values of MSBs of corresponding samples, the number of LSBs for data hiding is decided. In this way, multiple and variable LSBs are used for embedding secret data. These proposed methods remarkably increase the capacity for data hiding as compared to the standard LSB method without causing any noticeable perceptual distortion to the host audio signal. It suffers from increased distortion due to multiple LSB bits are used for embedding.

In paper[4] authors devised a hash function that is represented as epos=h(x,y) where epos is a simple variable, x is a message bit (0 or 1) and y is a integer value varies from 0 to 7 in value. Value of epos generates pseudorandom position for insertion and extraction of secret message bits from an audio sample. In each audio sample, secret bits are embedded in (0-4) LSBs based on pseudorandom position generated. Distortion due to data is embedded at higher LSB layer and additional queue is required to store the hash value.

Dynamic technique of substitution based audio steganography [7], parity of audio sample is obtained and XOR operation performed between parity position bit is and message bit. This result is stored at that parity bit position that introduce large amount of distortion that is noticeable to human ear.

Dual randomness LSB based technique proposed in paper[6] that embed message bits based on MSB of audio sample. To increase security level used cryptography technique at first level and then ciphertext is embedded within an audio sample using proposed method. All samples of audio are not used for embedding so it reduces capacity of system.

There is need of model that provides higher capacity along with transparency of audio will maintained.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In proposed technique, pre-processing is applied on secret message. In pre-processing secret message is converted into variant size of bits using Huffman coding. Then these bits are converted into hexadecimal digits. Hexadecimal digits are encrypted using faster and powerful AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm. Generated ciphertext is converted into binary and concates this binary bits form a binary string of message that is embedded in an audio file using modified dual randomness LSB method.

4.1 Huffman Coding
Character encoding is used to map characters to bits and bits to characters in the reverse operation. On the transmitter side, the secret message is in the form of characters. These characters are converted to bits before they are embedded in the cover audio. Usually a standard character encoder like the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) encoders is used. But ASCII coder leaves a system which is more vulnerable to steganalysis than a custom defined encoder. Custom character encoders are not only less vulnerable to steganalysis but it also help in achieving compression, resulting in increased capacity.[13]

4.2 Modified Dual Randomness LSB Method
Data embedding dual randomness LSB method is given below. Secret message bits are embedded using this method.

Let the current sample i

if first 3 MSB of i =000 then
   Next sample i+1
   Secret message bit 4th and 1st LSBs

else if first 3 MSB of i =001 then
   Next sample i+2
   Secret message bit 4th and 1st LSBs

else if first 3 MSB of i =010 then
   Next sample i+3
   Secret message bit 3rd and 1st LSBs
else if first 3 MSB of i =011 then
Next sample i+4
Secret message bit 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 1\textsuperscript{st} LSBs

else if first 3 MSB of i =100 then
Next sample i+5
Secret message bit 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 1\textsuperscript{st} LSBs

else if first 3 MSB of i =101 then
Next sample i+6
Secret message bit 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 1\textsuperscript{st} LSBs

else if first 3 MSB of i =110 then
Next sample i+7
Secret message bit 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 1\textsuperscript{st} LSBs

else if first 3 MSB of i =111 then
Next sample i+8
Secret message bit 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 1\textsuperscript{st} LSBs

End

4.3 Modification Procedure

This procedure describes how the modification of original amplitude value done after the replacing 4\textsuperscript{th} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSBs of amplitude of audio signal with the bit of the character.

Adjustment Algorithm has three cases: a\textsubscript{i} bit can be 4\textsuperscript{th} LSB or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSB based on modifies dual randomness LSB method.

1. The 4\textsuperscript{th} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSB of sample amplitude is modified from 0 to 1 then perform,
   Case 1: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=1 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=1 then,
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 0.
   Case 2: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=1 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=0
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 0.
   Case 3: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=0 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=1
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 1 and set bit (a\textsubscript{i+1}) to the 0.
   Case 4: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=0 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=0
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 1 and then set all the bits to the left of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards the MSB) with value 0 to 1 until a 1 is encountered. If a 1 is encountered, set it to 0 and stop the process.

2. The 4\textsuperscript{th} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSB of sample amplitude is modified from 1 to 0 then perform,
   Case 1: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=0 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=1 then,
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 1
   Case 2: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=0 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=0
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 1 and set bit (a\textsubscript{i+1}) to the 0.
   Case 3: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=1 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=1
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 0 and set bit (a\textsubscript{i+1}) to the 1.
   Case 4: If a\textsubscript{i-1}=1 and a\textsubscript{i+1}=0
   Set all the bits (a\textsubscript{i-1}, a\textsubscript{i-2}, ..., a\textsubscript{0}) to the right of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards LSB) to 0 and then set all the bits to the left of the bit a\textsubscript{i} (i.e. towards the MSB) with value 1 to 0 until a 0 is encountered. If a 0 is encountered, set it to 1 and stop the process.
3. The 4\textsuperscript{th} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSB remain the same as original i.e. we place 1 in place of 1 or 0 in place of 0. No change at all that means if the bit which we want to place at the 4\textsuperscript{th} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSB position of the amplitude is same with the 4\textsuperscript{th} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} LSB of the original amplitude then the original amplitude value become unchanged i.e. 1 is replaced with 1 or 0 is replaced with 0.

5. ALGORITHM

In order to enhance the capacity with maintaining perceptual transparency, a new audio steganographic technique has been proposed and following are the steps.

Step 1: Read the Secret message.
Step 2: Convert each character of secret message into bits using Huffman Coding.
Step 3: Convert that bits into hexadecimal digits.
Step 4: AES Encryption Algorithm is performed on hexadecimal digits.
Step 5: Read the audio file and convert into 8 bits samples using sampling.
Step 6: Store the length of ciphertext using standard LSB technique.
Step 7: Select the binary samples of audio randomly based on MSB of an audio sample
Step 8: Hide two consecutive bits of ciphertext using modified dual randomness method and modify other bits of audio sample using modification procedure in order to maintain transparency.
Step 9: Convert the binary audio samples into same audio format, such as the input audio file.

6. RESULTS

The proposed scheme has been experimented with CD quality mono audio signal. The signal is sampled at a rate of 44.1 KHz with 16 bit resolution. Fig. 2 shows sample audio signal (both original and stego) involved in the experimentation. The original audio signal is: Fig 2a – Clock_mantle.wav and Stego audio signal is: Fig 2b-Stego.wav. Fig 2 shows histogram results of both original and stego audio signals.
**Experimental Parameters:**
Different size of audio are tested under this proposed system and table given below shows experimental results among PSNR and MSE parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Audio</th>
<th>MSE(Proposed Method)</th>
<th>PSNR(Proposed Method)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock_mantle</td>
<td>2.0415</td>
<td>64.1778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.wav</td>
<td>2.0678</td>
<td>65.8907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec1.wav</td>
<td>2.3890</td>
<td>62.6523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSIONS

To enforce security of digital information, various techniques are presented in recent research work. Audio Steganography addresses issues related to integrity of hidden data. This paper presents review of techniques and research work has been done in Low-bit encoding method along with their potentials and limitation in ensuring secure communication. Low-bit encoding provides high capacity along with successful retrieval of data. So there is requirement of new technique that provides high capacity and robustness against intentional and unintentional attacks. This is achieved by embedding multiple bits in selected sample randomly and appropriate modification will be performed to reduce the distortion and increases robustness.
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